Importance of Optimizing Visual Acuity in Vulnerable Seniors Living in an Institution
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In 2009, 14 per cent of the Canadian population was 65 years-of-age or older, a percentage that will rise to about 24 per cent by 2036.¹ In 2008-2009, more than 155,000 seniors over age 65 in Canada were living in a long-term care institution, with roughly 40,000 of them in Quebec.² Over the past few years, there has been a reorganization of health services, with a movement towards the community, including an increase in out-patient services and home care.³ One impact of these changes is that the seniors admitted to long-term care are increasingly dependent, have more complex illnesses and more motor and sensory disorders.⁴ Between 60 per cent and 80 per cent of them have a cognitive deficiency,⁴ which is not surprising given that over 8 per cent of the Canadian population aged 65 and older have Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia.⁵ This prevalence exceeds 30 per cent in people age 85 or older.⁵ The aging of Canada’s population, with the increase in the prevalence of dementia and the complexity of diseases in later life, will challenge the healthcare system and result in the need for adjusting the supply of care and services.

It is preferable for seniors to be able to stay at home as long as possible in order to keep their social network intact, preserve their environmental landmarks and thereby enjoy a better quality-of-life. In spite of that, the complexity of the diseases, the severity of the resulting disabilities, as well as the presence of behavioural problems are factors that will eventually result in them being admitted to a long-term care institution.⁶ Institutionalization is often connected more with the seriousness of the disabilities resulting from disease than with the disease itself. Certain characteristics connected with the informal caregiver, such as more advanced age, exhaustion or depression, may also lead to earlier institutionalization of the senior receiving care.⁶

In Quebec, roughly 4.7 per cent of the population aged 65 or older is living in a residential and long-term care centre ((CHSLD) Centre d’hébergement et de soins de longue durée). This living environment is reserved for adults losing their functional or psycho-social independence and who require three or more hours of care to assist them in their daily activities. Therefore, they are “vulnerable” individuals who need help and appropriate care to operate on a daily basis. The concept of vulnerability in seniors is constantly changing, but can be defined as “individuals usually older than 75 years of age who, due to a build-up of multiple, chronic diseases, often require one or more support services to handle daily activities”.⁷ Thus, vulnerability can be considered an increasing age-related fragility.⁸ Beyond the previously stated dementia issues, other diseases resulting in severe

SUMMARY

Visual acuity is an important measurement taken during an eye exam for checking an individual’s ability to see properly and to guide the adjusting of ocular refraction. It is a routine test usually done in a few minutes and with no particular difficulty. However, this measurement can be more difficult to do in seniors with cognition or communication disabilities. For example, this may be true for a senior with dementia or suffering from aphasia following a stroke. The purpose of this article is to present certain aspects of population aging, data connected with institutionalization of seniors, various conditions that are more prevalent with age, as well as specific factors demonstrating the importance of optimizing vision in seniors. Lastly, this article will provide an overview of various scales available for measuring visual acuity.
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disabilities can also give rise to the senior being placed in a CHSLD, such as mood disorders, Parkinson’s disease, stroke, chronic vascular or lung diseases. The average length of a stay in a CHSLD can be up to three years and often be the senior’s last living environment until his/her death. Therefore, it is important to optimize care and quality-of-life by respecting the patient’s wishes, expressed by him/her or by the person answering for the patient, since the vast majority of these patients are no longer able to make informed decisions about their health.

A number of diseases affecting seniors can result in communication difficulties and make eye exams and interventions more difficult. This is true, for example, with the severe cognition problems in dementia, stroke-related aphasia, speech slowness/difficulty that sometimes accompanies Parkinson’s disease, the apathetic mood of a patient with major depression, the oft-repeated fears of a person with anxiety disorders, deafness, etc. Despite the difficulties, a visual assessment is important because visual impairment is prevalent within the senior population. Globally, 285-million people have a visual impairment and nearly 65 per cent of all those people are age 50 or older. In Canada, the data shows that 278,000 Canadians have a visual impairment, that 108,000 are legally blind and that one-in-three Canadians over age 75 experience a degree of visual impairment. Moreover, the studies show that visual impairment is especially high among people living in an institution. Also, the prevalence of visual impairment and blindness increases with age, regardless of ethnicity, primarily because of age-related macular degeneration, glaucoma or cataracts. Loss-of-vision can worsen the problems associated with dementia and is an independent factor contributing to behavioural impairments among residents of a long-term care institution. A large part of the visual impairments among these people are due to conditions that can be treated, such as uncorrected refractive errors or cataracts. These conditions must be screened for and treated when possible. These findings are even more alarming given that seniors living in an institution do not necessarily receive proper oculovisual services, and that refraction correction and cataract surgery can considerably improve their quality of life and reduce their depression symptoms.

The relevance of performing cataract surgery in seniors living in the community is well documented. The benefits of cataract surgery in seniors living in an institution and without significant cognitive disabilities have also been demonstrated. In spite of that, cataract surgery is not necessarily routinely done on institutionalized seniors. In fact, one study shows that cataract surgery is less well accepted among people living in long-term care. That study reports that seniors with a cognitive deficiency are less able to inform those around them of their vision problems, that their informal caregivers are more skeptical about surgical procedures, that the benefits of surgery can seem less obvious and that it is more difficult to test their vision. Subjective assessment of visual acuity can present a challenge within an institutionalized population that has major cognition or communication disorders, and clinical judgment must sometimes be used to determine the patient’s approximate visual acuity. Even so, a retrospective clinical study showed that it was possible to conduct a full eye examination on seniors living in an institution, regardless of advanced age, cognitive status and communication problems. Also, visual acuity was preserved to an advanced age in eyes not affected by ocular pathology. Therefore, this study suggests that it is possible to assess these seniors, but that the clinical approach must be adjusted in order to maximize the information obtained during the eye exam.

Another issue specifically targeting seniors and where vision can play a major role is falling. In fact, falls are a major health problem given that 30 per cent of seniors aged 65 and older have at least one fall per year, that this percentage reaches 50 per cent in those over 85 living at home and that it is even higher in seniors living in an institution. Also, five per cent of the seniors who fall must be hospitalized. In Quebec, falls that result in an injury represent 10 per cent to 15 per cent of admissions to short-term geriatric units. Falls are multi-factorial in origin. Visual impairment has been cited many times as a risk factor in falling and fractures among seniors. A number of studies, among other
things, have shown that decreased visual acuity presented an independent risk of falling with seniors,34-36 even though it is not universally accepted.37,38 Vision assessment in seniors who have had a fall is therefore important and should be systematic,33 even though this is not currently the case.39 The studies indicate, among other things, that reduced visual acuity, loss of contrast sensitivity, decreased stereoscopic vision and the loss of visual field can increase seniors’ risk of falling.40,41 Cataract surgery reduces the risks of falls and fractures,42 as well as injuries.43 A randomized clinical trial also showed that cataract surgery on the first eye in older women reduced the risks of falls and fractures, as well as anxiety and depression, while improving visual acuity and contract sensitivity.44 Cataract surgery on the second eye in that same population was associated with an improvement in visual function as well as a reduced fear of falling and the handicap level.47 Despite the results in these studies, there is still not enough evidence to show unequivocally that cataract surgery reduces falls among seniors.48 It is still important, though, to assess the vision of seniors who have fallen or are at risk of falling and to optimize it each time it is possible, either through optical, medical or surgical treatment or through visual rehabilitation.49

Visual acuity is the eye’s spatial resolution capacity and is clinically measured by identifying the subtended angle in the eye through the smallest recognizable optotype. The standard tool for measuring visual acuity in the general population is still the traditional Snellen chart, consisting of high-contrast letters or optotypes decreasing in size from top to bottom of the chart.49 With seniors who have considerable cognition problems that alter the understanding of statements and communication, it is not always possible to measure visual acuity with the Snellen chart. Likewise for other clinical populations and, over the years, new scales for measuring visual acuity have been developed to address specific needs. The logarithmic scale, with a geometric progression in letter height from one line to another,51 provides a more standardized measure of visual acuity, and its use is favoured in assessing low-vision patients52 and in epidemiological studies.53 The Lea symbols chart was designed to measure visual acuity in children aged three to five,54 and structured in a way that the child can answer either by pointing or naming symbols that are easy to identify at that age.55 The preferential-looking method was developed to test individuals with an intellectual disability.56 It is a behavioural technique based on the principal that, in the presence of two targets, the one formed from a network of black and white lines and the other formed from a solid grey bar, a person will prefer to look at the network.57,58 The individual will continue to prefer the network, during the presentation of successive targets involving a grey bar and a network where the spatial frequency of the black and white lines is increased, provided that he/she is able to make out the lines.

To date, no visual acuity scale has been specifically developed for seniors with severe cognition impairments or major communication problems. The preferential-looking method (Teller cards), however, appear to have been used with clinical success in a limited groups of seniors in long-term care who have communication problems59 and moderate cognitive deficiencies.60 Moreover, as part of a study done in long-term care, researchers demonstrated that visual acuity could be tested in 84 per cent of the residents using Teller cards, versus 74 per cent of participants when the ETDRS (Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study) or Lea scale was used.61 It is important to stress, however, that this study included only people with a slight to moderate cognitive deficiency, since the researchers had immediately excluded residents with a more severe cognitive deficiency.

The studies presented in this paper show that it is important to assess visual function12,21 and eye health20 in seniors, especially since eye disease and vision loss show increased prevalence with age. Also, good visual acuity is a factor that plays a critical role in seniors’ quality of life22,24 whereas vision loss can contribute to anxiety,62 depression,63 isolation,62 behavioural disorders19 and falls.34,35 These issues are worse among seniors living in an institution,12,13 because they are more vulnerable due to their tenuous health status and their loss of independence.6 The cognitive disorders that affect a large percentage of these individuals can reduce their ability to express their needs and their difficulties, where applicable.25
Assessing their health, including eye care, is often more difficult, must be adjusted for this population’s specific needs, and requires a little more time. These people may also have difficulty communicating and co-operating during an eye exam, which can affect such a simple, yet so important, measurement as visual acuity.

There is no “universal” scale for measuring visual acuity in vulnerable seniors who have difficulty communicating or co-operating.

In a clinical context, determining visual acuity often proceeds by presenting the various existing measurement scales one after the other, until one of them sufficiently attracts the patient’s attention to enable him/her to co-operate. To date, there is no study to guide the clinician. Therefore, it would be meaningful to know whether there is a better scale than others for adequately measuring visual acuity in vulnerable seniors, or even whether it is possible to optimize the order they are presented in, to speed up the eye exam while minimizing the patient’s fatigue level.

A study of this sort is currently under way, and the findings will be covered in a later publication.
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